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a b s t r a c t

We report the calibration of a rate theory numerical code capable to reproduce the agglomeration of
point-defects produced in a-iron by irradiation under cascade damage conditions. The input parameters
are obtained by performing transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments in a-iron. It was irra-
diated at temperatures between 200 and 400 �C with high flux krypton ion under resolvable point-defect
cluster conditions. The TEM analyse of the sample irradiated at the highest temperature reveals the pres-
ence of two dislocation loop populations: large ones are decorated with small ones, both vacancy and
interstitial in type. The vacancy loops are proposal to be located in the compressive side of the large inter-
stitial loops.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The neutron irradiation of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels
causes the increase of the ductile–brittle transition temperature.
This mechanical properties degradation is partly due to the forma-
tion of nanometer-size solute and point-defect (PD) clusters.
Therefore, it is a crucial issue to understand their formation. In
high copper content RPV steels, it is generally admitted that a
homogeneous precipitation mechanism is at the origin of the
experimentally observed copper-enriched clusters [1,2]. However,
it has been recently shown that this mechanism cannot explain
the formation of such clusters in low copper content FeCu model
alloys [3,4]. This conclusion was obtained by irradiating a FeCu-
0.1 wt% binary alloy with energetic electrons and ions. The geom-
etry of the samples and the damage rate were chosen to give
approximately the same supersaturation of isolated point-defects
in both conditions. At variance with ion irradiation, no copper clus-
ter was detected by 3D atom probe (3DAP) after electron irradia-
tion, where only isolated Frenkel pairs are created. The main
difference between both kinds of irradiation is the formation of
small PD clusters in the core of displacement cascades under ion
irradiation, as predicted by results of molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations in a-iron [5]. We therefore suggested that the forma-
tion of copper rich clusters under cascade damage conditions
occurs via a heterogeneous precipitation on PD clusters. Calcula-
ll rights reserved.
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tions carried out with a rate theory (RT) code, taking simulta-
neously into account the clustering of point-defects and the
formation of copper precipitates, assuming a homogeneous precip-
itation mechanism [6], confirmed this assumption. Indeed, no sig-
nificant copper precipitation under cascade conditions was
obtained. The PD clusters were modelized by using a code
calibrated on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyse of
ferritic alloys irradiated with 1 MeV electron at high damage rates
[7]. This calibration was the beginning of a complete study devoted
to the modelling of the irradiation induced damage in a-iron. The
first part treated the simple case of electron irradiation and as-
sumed the PD clusters to be immobile, independent of their size.
To go further, a more extensive study is carried out within the PER-
FECT European project [8]. Ferritic model alloys were irradiated
with neutrons in the BR2 Belgium test reactor and the resulting
damage was characterized by complementary experimental tech-
niques such as 3DAP or TEM. PD clusters larger than about 2 nm
are visible by TEM as dislocation loop or cavity, but since the clus-
ters formed under neutron irradiation are small, an important part
of the size distribution cannot be given by experiments. They can
only be investigated by modelling. For this reason, we undertook
the experimental calibration of our rate theory model under cas-
cade conditions by using simple ion irradiated a-iron. To ensure
the validity of the calibration, it must be carried out within a large
temperature range and account for the mobility of small PD clus-
ters, predicted by previous MD simulations [9] and recent ab initio
calculations [10,11]. The purpose of this paper is precisely to report
the experimental study of the PD clusters induced and to describe
the calibration of the rate theory model under cascade damage
irradiation.
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Fig. 1. Damage induced by 1.5 MeV Kr ions in an iron target (SRIM calculation [13]).
An energy threshold of 40 eV for the iron atom displacement was chosen. The
number of implanted ions per second and the dose rate at each thickness were
calculated using an ion flux of 1.1 � 1011 ions cm�2 s�1. The dashed area in the
figure corresponds to the range of thicknesses visible by TEM, where the damage is
likely homogeneous.

Fig. 2. Determination of the loop number density. The thickness of the specimen at
each point is first obtained by using similar thickness fringes (a) in dynamical
conditions and the number of loops in each area is calculated (b) in kinematical
conditions. See text for more details.

Table 1
Number density (DL) and mean diameter (d) of loops formed in the studied material
irradiated at different temperatures

T Dose DL �d

(�C) (ions cm�2) (dpaNRT) (cm�3) (nm)

200 8.7 1014 1.2 >1016 10 ±4
300 3.5 1014 0.48 3 ±1 1015 15 ±7
400 1.4 1014 0.20 2 ±0.5 1015 18 ±9

Doses in ions cm�2 were calculated by measuring the ion beam current each 7 min
using Faraday cages. Doses in dpaNRT were obtained with the SRIM code [13]. The
indicated error bar on the mean loop diameter �d is the statistical standard
deviation.
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2. Experimental study

2.1. Experimental set-up

This study was performed on a pure iron sample provided by
the Ecole des Mines of Saint-Etienne. It contains less than 5 wt
ppm of carbon and nitrogen and less than 10 wt ppm of silicon.
Other elements are less than 1 wt ppm. For TEM investigations,
3 mm disc samples were jet electropolished with a Struers Tenupol
2 device using a solution of 10% perchloric acid and 20% butoxy-
ethanol-2 in ethanol at �40 �C until perforation. With this prepara-
tion method, we cannot avoid a slight surface oxidation, which
introduces a granite-like contrast on the thin foil. The minimal
resolvable size of PD clusters was thus 2 nm. The TEM thin foils
were then irradiated in the Van de Graaff accelerator ARTHUR of
SRMP/CEA at three temperatures (200, 300 and 400 �C) with
1.5 MeV Kr ions. At this energy, the mean projected range of ions
is about 350 nm. Since the relevant thickness of the area observa-
ble by TEM is around 100 nm, very few atoms were implanted.
Most of them passed through the samples and the damage pro-
duced is quite homogeneous in the thin foil (Fig. 1). To be consis-
tent with the previous calibration of the model [7], carried out
using 1 MeV electron irradiation, the ion flux was chosen to obtain
the same damage rate: 1.5 � 10�4 dpaNRT s�1. It was calculated
within the simplified NRT approach [12] with the SRIM code
[13]. We obtained an ion flux equal to 1.1 � 1011 ions cm�2 s�1.
We checked that under these conditions, the sputtering rate is very
low, equal to 1.7 � 10�7 ion s�1. The irradiation doses were opti-
mized to obtain a damage quantitatively analysable by TEM. The
alloys were thus irradiated at 200 �C up to 1.2 dpaNRT, 300 �C up
to 0.48 dpaNRT and 400 �C up to 0.2 and 0.5 dpaNRT.

After irradiation, classical TEM observations were performed in
a Philips CM20 electron microscope to determine the number den-
sity, the size distribution and the nature of dislocation loops. To
avoid a possible effect of grain orientation due to the surface image
force acting on the loops [14], the number densities were always
calculated in {100} orientated grains. These densities were ob-
tained by plotting the projected number density Dp as a function
of sample thickness. For this purpose, two images under different
diffracting conditions were performed (Fig. 2). The first one is in
two-beams dynamical conditions to measure the thickness using
similar thickness fringes and the second one is in kinematical con-
ditions to obtain a better contrast of dislocation loops. The number
density of dislocation loops is DL = Dp/(e � 2 � Zd), where e and Zd
are the thicknesses of the thin foil and of the denuded zone near
the surface, respectively.

Several techniques can be used to determine the nature of dis-
location loops, depending on their size [15]. The loops with a diam-
eter larger than 10 nm were investigated by the classical method of
external/internal contrast [16]. For the smaller ones, as the direct
methods of black/white analysis or 2 1/2D technique, based on ste-
reomicroscopy, are difficult to apply and have been shown to be
inefficient, e.g. in copper [17], we used an indirect determination
based on the bias dependence of dislocation loops, already used
in a-iron [18]. The bias factor of dislocation loops for self-intersti-
tial atoms (SIA) is larger than for vacancies (V), independent of the
loop nature. This difference leads to a net flux of SIA toward loops
of both nature. Then, interstitial loops grow whereas vacancy ones
shrink during electron irradiation. This is the reason why we per-
formed 2-MeV electron irradiation on the Kr ion irradiated sample
in the HVEM Hitachi 3000 of the University of Osaka.

2.2. Results

TEM observations show that when the temperature increases
from 200 to 400 �C, the trends of loops number density is to de-
crease when their size increases (Table 1 and Fig. 3). Also, the
width of the distribution increases with temperature (black distri-
bution in the Fig. 4).

After irradiation at 400 �C and 0.5 dpaNRT, the loops are large
enough so their Burgers vector and nature can be easily analysed.
Fig. 5 shows that two loop populations are present: one is located
randomly in the thin foil and has a mean diameter of 20 nm and
the other is in the vicinity of the first one, with a smaller mean
diameter of 8 nm. We noticed that the most appropriate imaging
conditions to see the two loop populations are obtained when
the grains are orientated close to a h110i zone axis, as for the
Fig. 5 and the Fig. 6(e). The former has a poor quality because it
was obtained while the specimen was tilted over a large angle.
We can yet distinguish small loops. The Burgers vector analyse of
the larger loops revealed that most of them are h100i loops
(Fig. 6), but a few 1/2h111i ones were also observed. This atypical
character of iron compared with other bcc metals, where the dislo-



Fig. 3. BFTEM images of the ion irradiated alloys at three temperatures (a) 200 �C,
(b) 300 �C and (c) 400 �C.

Fig. 5. Dislocation loops formed after irradiation at 400 �C up to 0.5 dpaNRT. Two
loop populations are clearly visible. The diffracting condition is g = h011i and
z ¼ ½0 �11� (BFTEM).
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cation loops are mainly 1/2h111i, is in agreement with many pre-
vious results [19–23]. To go further, we tried to obtain the nature
of these two populations. The first one is large enough to allow
the use of the classical internal/external contrast method [16],
which was applied to the circled dislocation loops in Fig. 6. First,
their Burgers vector b was determinated. It was defined using
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the distribution of visible loops determinated by TEM
and calculated with the calibrated model.
the FS/RH (perfect crystal) convention. The dislocation line sense
is defined to be clockwise around the loop. According to the stan-
dard diffraction contrast technique [16], since the loops are visible
with the diffraction vector g = h110i (Fig. 6(b)) and invisible with
g = h020i and g ¼ h0 �11i (Fig. 6(d) and (e)), their Burgers vector
can only be ah100i. The next step was to evaluate the sense of b.
In the Fig. 6(a), the loops are close to the edge-on configuration.
Consequently, they are almost prismatic. Furthermore, they pres-
ent an external contrast in the Fig. 6(b), which means that the tri-
ple scalar product g � b � s – where s is the deviation parameter – is
positive. Thus, b has the same sense as g, which is also the sense of
the upwards normal of the loops (n1 0 0), indicated in the image in
dash line. As a consequence, large loops are interstitial in nature.
The same interpretation can be performed from Fig. 6(c), where
the loops are in internal contrast. To determine the nature of the
smaller loops, the sample was irradiated with 2 MeV electrons at
400 �C. We focused on the behavior of the loop 1 in Fig. 7. Before
the electron irradiation (t = 0 s), it is located on the vicinity of the
large interstitial loop 2. Then, the loop 2 grows (t = 23.6 s) and dis-
appears (t = 24 s), probably absorbed by the nearest loop 3 or elim-
inated on the surface. At the time t = 30 s, the loop 1 begins to
shrink until it vanishes (t = 36 s). Loop 1 is therefore vacancy in
type. It should be noted that small growing interstitial loops were
also seen. The localization of some vacancy loops (V-loops) next to
the large interstitial loops (I-loops) may result from the trapping of
V-loops in the compressive strain field of the dislocation. It should
be noticed that these mechanism is not limited to cascade damage
conditions since it was observed in nickel after electron irradiation
also [24]. As it was already pointed out by Urban [24], as long as
the V-loops are located in the compressive strain field of the inter-
stitial loop, they are stable because the I-loops absorb the freely
migrating SIA from the surroundings. But when the V-loops are
not in the strain field any more, less vacancies than interstitials
are eliminated on them and they shrink.

3. Model calibration

3.1. Cluster-dynamics model

3.1.1. Model description
Cluster-dynamics modelling is a mean field approach which al-

lows the study of the long term evolution of point-defect clusters
[7]. The clustering of mobile species, isolated or forming clusters,
is described within the assumption that there are no spatial corre-
lations between species. Particular interactions are replaced by



Fig. 6. Determination of the Burgers vector and nature of the large loops formed under ion irradiation up to 0.5 dpaNRT at 400 �C. BFTEM images of the same area imaged
with s > 0 under the following diffracting conditions: (a) g ¼ h�1 10i, z = [001]; (b) g = h110i, z ¼ ½1 �11�; (c) g ¼ h�1 �10i, z ¼ ½1 �1 1�; (d) g = h020i, z = [001] and (e) g ¼ h01 �1i,
z = [011]. Solid lines refer to directions in the plan on the foil whereas dash lines refer to projected upwards directions.
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average ones. This assumption permits to follow the evolution of
cluster size distribution over time corresponding to RPV steels life-
time within short computation time. The evolution of the number
density Cj of clusters containing j point-defects is controlled by the
balance equation

dCj

dt
¼ Gj þ

X

k

wðk; jÞCk �
X

k

wðj; kÞCj � Lj; ð1Þ

where w(k, j) and w(j,k) are the creation and the elimination rate of
a j-size cluster by absorption or emission of a k-size cluster, Gj the
production rate of clusters of size j and Lj the elimination rate of
clusters on fixed sinks such as dislocations, grain boundaries or sur-
faces. Notice that Gj stands for the source term to take into account
the isolated point-defects and PD clusters remaining in the dis-
placement cascades after their relaxation stage.

3.1.2. Parameters
To use this model, we need to know the input parameters. Some

of them are intrinsic to the material, such as the sample thickness
or the grain size, and others are energetic and kinetics parameters,
like the formation or migration energies of species, controlling the
rate of capture and emission of point-defects by clusters. In the
previous model calibration [7], it was assumed that only mono-
mers were mobile and the energetics parameters were adjusted
on experiments. It was recently modified to introduce the mobility
of PD clusters and their creation in displacement cascades. As the
predictive power of models is linked to the validity of the param-
eters used, in this study, the energetic parameters were not ad-
justed but resulted from ab initio calculations performed recently
in a-iron [10,11,25]. The parameters used are reported in Table 2.

3.2. Experimental calibration

3.2.1. Calibration after ion irradiation
The calibration was performed on the size distribution and on

the number density of interstitial loops obtained after ion irradia-
tion at 400 �C and 0.2 dpaNRT. As we aimed to reproduce the irra-
diation damage of a TEM thin foil, it is assumed that the sink
strength of grain boundaries is negligible in comparison with that
of surfaces.

The parameters relative to pure iron, free of carbon, were used.
However, in the present case, carbon implantation may occur dur-
ing the irradiation in the ion accelerator, as it was previously ob-
served on tomographic atom probe needles [26]. It must be
taken into account since previous ab initio calculations suggest
an attractive interaction of vacancies with impurities: carbon or
nitrogen atoms [27]. As a result, in the range of temperatures stud-
ied, vacancies may be mainly trapped by carbon atoms to form
complexes. If we assume that these complexes are not mobile,
the effective mobility of V in iron-containing-carbon is lower than
in pure one. The reason is that the dissociation of complexes is
needed to allow the long range diffusion of V. It should be noted
that such a trapping was experimentally observed after HVEM
experiments of a-iron of different purities [28]. To take into ac-
count the presence of carbon, the effective diffusion coefficient of
vacancies was adjusted on TEM experiments. By assuming a pre-
exponential factor equal to 8.2 � 10�3 cm2 s�1, we found an effec-
tive migration energy of 0.83 eV. There is a good agreement with a
recent experimental adjustment of the desorption rate in a-iron
using a rate theory model as well [29]. They found the same value
of 0.83 ± 0.08 eV.

Moreover, to describe the source term, a set of new parameters
(f h

n ) was introduced. Each of them is defined by f h
n ¼ Gh

n � nV=G,
where h can be either an interstitial or a vacancy, Gh

n is the number
density of clusters containing n point-defects h, V, the iron atomic
volume and G, the defect production rate. The latter is equal to
g � GNRT. GNRT is the damage rate calculated within the NRT ap-
proach [12] and g is the fraction of PD clusters remaining after
the mutual SIA–V recombination calculated by MD [30] with re-
spect to the NRT approach.

In a first step, we performed the calculation assuming that only
isolated Frenkel pairs were created by irradiation. The source term



Fig. 7. Evolution of dislocation loops during 2 MeV-electron irradiation at 400 �C. The irradiation times are given (BFTEM). See text for more details. Black impacts visible on
the figures correspond to the damage generated by the CCD camera degradation under electron irradiation.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of point-defects, isolated and forming clusters, used to simulate
a real cascade. The details of the calculation is given in Appendix.

Table 3
Simplified source term and effective migration energy of vacancies used to reproduce
krypton ion and neutron irradiation

Source term Kr ion f I
4 ¼ 1:10�4, f V

5 ¼ 0:05
Neutron f I

4 ¼ 3:10�4, f V
8 ¼ 0:8

Em
eff (V) Kr ion and neutron 0.83 eV

The others fI and fV terms are equal to zero, except the fraction of monomers h,
either interstitial or vacancy in type, deduced from: f h

1 ¼ 1�
P

n>1f h
n .
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was only composed of two terms, f I
1 and f V

1 , both equal to one. The
resultant PD clusters number density was equal to 1.2 � 109 cm�3,
several orders of magnitude lower than the experimental value of
2 ± 0.5 � 1015 cm�3 (Table 1). Then, we used a source term pro-
vided by MD cascade simulation (Fig. 8). In that case, the calculated
number density, equal to 9.07 � 1017 cm�3 was overestimated. It is
not surprising for two reasons: (i) the cluster-dynamics model, as
every model based on rate theory, is not well adapted to describe
the strongly correlated objects such as displacement cascades
and (ii) molecular dynamic simulations treat only the first stages
of cascade relaxation. Many point-defects may be eliminated dur-
ing their annealing. Finally, an effective source term distribution
was used to reproduce experimental results. As we consider the
I- and V-clusters to be mobile up to a size of 3 and 4, respectively
(Table 2), we chose a simplified source term including only some I4

and V5, the first immobile clusters. The result is given in Table 3. It
is worth noticing that only a small proportion of immobile point-
defect clusters is needed in the source term to constitute the stable
nucleus of PD clusters. Since the results are very sensitive to
temperature, we checked the model prediction at two different
temperatures: 200 �C and 300 �C. The agreement with the experi-
ment was found to be reasonable (Fig. 4). Notice that a large pro-
portion of small PD clusters obtained by modelling were not
clearly visible by TEM, certainly because of the slight oxide layer
on the surface of the samples.

3.2.2. Calibration after neutron irradiation
We used the TEM results of a study performed within the PER-

FECT European project [31] on the same material as for the previ-
ous calibration. Contrary to ion irradiation, the neutron irradiation
was realized on the bulk material. In this case, the sink strength of
Table 2
Parameters used for the cluster-dynamics modelling of the pure iron

Parameter Value

Pre exponential factor: D0i; D0v 8.2 � 10�3 cm2/s
Em: I, I2, I3, In>3 0.34, 0.42, 0.43 eV, 1
Em: V, V2, V3, V4, Vn>4 0.67, 0.62, 0.35, 0.48 eV, 1
Ef: I, V 3.64, 2.2 eV
EB, I–I, I2–I, I3–I 0.83, 0.92, 1.64 eV
EB: V–V, V2–V, V3–V, V4–V 0.3, 0.37, 0.62, 0.73 eV
Zd

I , Zd
V 1.1, 1

TEM thickness foil 120 nm
Grain size 200 lm
Recombination radius 0.65 nm
Dislocation density 108 cm�2

Dmin (loop or cavity) 2 nm
g 0.3

Energetic parameters can be found in Refs. [10,11,25]. Em, Ef and EB refer respec-
tively to migration, formation and binding energies. The binding energies of clusters
In>3–I and Vn>4–V were obtained by using a capillary law given in the Ref. [7]. D0x is
equal to a2

bcc Fe � m, where abcc Fe is the bcc iron lattice parameter and m, the frequency
of lattice vibration (1013 Hz). Zd

h is the capture efficiency of point-defects h by dis-
locations, Dmin refers to the minimal diameter of defects visible by TEM and g is the
fraction of point-defect remaining after the mutual SIA–V recombination. We used a
value calculated by molecular dynamics [30].
surfaces is negligible compared with the sink strength of grain
boundaries. The samples were irradiated at a flux of
9:5� 1013 nE > 1MeV cm�2 s�1 , corresponding to a damage rate of
1.3 � 10�7 dpaNRT s�1 and doses from 0.025 to 0.2 dpaNRT at
300 �C. The adjustment was performed on the interstitial disloca-
tion loops distribution given in the Fig. 9. The fitted empirical
source term is reported in Table 3. It should be noticed that 80%
of vacancies form clusters. Furthermore, by comparison with the
source term obtained to reproduce Kr ion irradiation, when the
incident particles are neutrons, the proportion of point-defects in
clusters is higher than that of ion irradiation. The cascades are
’harder’, which means that the mean energy of primary knocked
on atom (PKA) is shift toward higher energies, as shown in the
Fig. 10.

To check our calibration, we used an experimental study by Eld-
rup et al. [32]. Iron specimens, containing 50 wt ppm of impurities,
were irradiated at 70 �C with neutron at increasing doses from
1 � 10�4 to 0.72 dpaNRT and at a dose rate of 6 � 10�7 dpaNRT s�1.
PD clusters formed during irradiation were characterized by Posi-
tron Annihilation Spectroscopy (PAS) and TEM. Open volume such
as vacancy clusters can be detected by PAS experiments. The V-
and I-cluster number densities calculated using our calibrated
model were compared with the PAS and TEM results. The results
plotted in Fig. 11 show that, even at 70 �C, the CD calculations are
in relative good agreement with experimental results, considering
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the experimental uncertainties and approximations made in the
model. It constitutes a validation of our calibration.

4. Conclusions

The main goal of this paper was to give the optimized parame-
ters of a numerical rate theory code under cascade irradiation
conditions. For this purpose, krypton ion irradiation of an iron-con-
taining-carbon – a carbon implantation certainly occurred during
the irradiation – was performed from 200 to 400 �C. The TEM study
of the sample irradiated at 400 �C reveals that two loop popula-
tions are present. Indeed, large interstitial loops are decorated with
small ones, both interstitial and vacancy in type. As it was already
suggested [24], vacancy loops may be located in the compressive
strain field of large interstitial loops. Furthermore, the quantitative
analyse of the visible interstitial clusters was used to calibrate the
source term of the code after krypton ion irradiation. The energet-
ics parameters resulted from ab initio calculations performed in a-
iron [10,11,25]. In particular, the mobility of small point-defect
clusters was taken into account. However, the migration energy
of single vacancies was increased up to 0.83 eV, to consider their
mobility slowing-down in presence of carbon atoms [27]. The cal-
ibration of the source term after neutron irradiation was per-
formed using experimental results obtained at 300 �C on the
same material [31] irradiated in the BR2 test reactor. As a conse-
quence, the parameterized model is able to reproduce the damage
induced by krypton ion and neutron in an iron-containing-carbon.
The next step is to calibrate the model to reproduce the point-de-
fect clusters formed in binary FeCu alloys, e.g. assuming that the
copper effect is only to increase the binding energy of di-intersti-
tials [7]. The comparison between the calculated PD clusters num-
ber density and the experimental TAP copper clusters number
density will provide us information about copper clusters forma-
tion mechanism in low copper FeCu alloys. That will be the topic
of a future publication.
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Appendix. MD based calculation of the source term of the
cluster-dynamics model

The point-defects clusters formed in displacement cascade are
considered in our RT code within the source term G. The produc-
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Fig. 12. Cascade and sub-cascade spectra generated by the irradiation of an iron
target. See text for the details of the calculation.
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tion rate Gh
n of n-size PD clusters has the expression:

Gh
n ¼ ðG=VatÞ � ðf h

n =nÞ, where the normalized coefficient f h
n is the pro-

portion of PD included in n-size PD clusters with respect to the to-
tal number of PD in PD clusters.

The distribution of point-defects clusters remnant after the
cooling stage of displacement cascades was calculated by combin-
ing three approaches: the Lindhart formalism [33], the SRIM soft-
ware [13] and the Molecular Dynamics. The latter can provide
the PD clusters generated by PKA of energy lower than 20 or
40 keV. We used cascades of energy lower than 20 keV calculated
in the pure iron at 600 K [34]. For higher energies, sub-cascades
are formed so the PKA can be replaced by the sub-cascades they
generated. Primary spectra resulting from our irradiation condi-
tions (1.5 MeV Kr ion) was calculated within the Lindhart formal-
ism. The proportion of PKA with an energy higher than 20 keV
has the following expression:

pT>20 keV
r ¼

R Tmax

20 keV rðTÞdT
R Tmax

Ed
rðTÞdT

; ð2Þ

where r(T) is the differential energy cross section, T the PKA energy,
Ed the energy threshold for the iron atom displacement and Tmax the
maximum energy transferred by an 1.5 MeV Kr ion to an iron atom.
pT>20 keV

mr is limited to 1.5%. Nevertheless, the proportion of damage
generated by these energetics PKA with respect to the total damage
is high. It is expressed by

pT>20 keV
mr ¼

R Tmax

20 keV mðTÞrðTÞdT
R Tmax

Ed
mðTÞrðTÞdT

: ð3Þ

m(T) is the number of PD generated by a PKA with an energy T. It was
calculated within the classical NRT approach [12]. We obtained a
proportion of 69.7%. To take account of these PKA, we used the TRIM
software [13]. The PKA of energy greater than 20 keV were replaced
by the sub-cascade they generated. The distribution in energy of
cascades and sub-cascades obtained is given in the Fig. 12. The con-
volution of this distribution with the population of PD clusters cal-
culated by MD provided us the source term of our RT model. It was
previously given in the Fig. 3.
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